Archaeology of the Digital: Complexity and Convention. Year-End Exhibition of Student Work. Spring 2017

Material Light :: Light Material Symposium


Yale Architecture

Paul Rudolph Hall (Lecture Hall and Gallery) New Haven, CT

Lectures

Lectures begin at 6:00pm in Paul Rudolph Hall (ground floor). Hours open to the general public at 5:00pm.

Thursday, January 12

Harriete Estel Bardin (Curatorial Director, Flux House, New York City)

"Living and Working"

Thursday, January 19

Robert A.M. Stern (Yale School of Architecture)

"Four Museums and Trading Brand for Influence"

Thursday, February 2

Sarah D. Smith (Senior Curator, The Frick Collection)

"Under Pressure"

Thursday, February 9

Howard H. Newman (Professor of Architectural History, Columbia University)

"Tom Phifer: Light Material"

Thursday, February 23

Charlotte Shepherd (Visiting Professor, Yale School of Architecture)

"Running Out of Time"

Thursday, March 30

Kazuyo Sejima (President, Studio Nendo)

"Second Floor: The Metropolitan Museum of Art"

Thursday, April 6

George Morris Woodruff, Class of 1857 (Architect and Philanthropist)

"Lectures i"

Thursday, April 13

Katrin Hagemann (Professor of Architecture, University of Sydney)

"Lectures ii"

Thursday, April 20

Paul Rudolph (Yale School of Architecture, 1956, 1964)

"Lectures iii"

Thursday, April 27

Andrew J. Ginger, Jr. (Robert A.M. Stern and Charlotte Shepherd Lectureship Fund, Yale School of Architecture, 2016)

"Lectures iv"

Thursday, May 4

Anahita Foroughi (Curator, Architecture Exhibitions Fund, Yale Art and Archaeology Museum, Yale University)

"Lectures v"

Thursday, May 11

Lauren Pinto (Assistant Curator, The Frick Collection)

"Lectures vi"

Thursday, May 18

Kazuyo Sejima (President, Studio Nendo)

"Lectures vii"

Thursday, May 25

Rafael de la Hoz (Professor of Architecture, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid)

Rachel Gordon (Assistant Curator, Architecture Exhibitions Fund, Yale Art and Archaeology Museum, Yale University)

"Lectures viii"

Thursday, June 1

Kazuyo Sejima (President, Studio Nendo)

"Lectures ix"

Thursday, June 8

Paul Rudolph (Yale School of Architecture, 1956, 1964)

"Lectures x"

Thursday, June 15

Michael Young (Curatorial Director, The Frick Collection)

"Lectures xi"

Friday, April 7

Francois Jegou (Yale School of Architecture, 1990)

"Light Material"

Architecture Gallery (Lecture Hall)

Monday through Friday 10:00am–5:00pm

Exhibitions

Archaeology of the Digital: Complexity and Convention. May 2–August 5

Year-End Exhibition of Student Work. Spring 2017

Material Light :: Light Material Symposium

Guggenheim New York

"Synthetic Relations: The Early Years of P+L" by Barbara Bonner and Ferdinand W. Scholz

Space Time Material

"Yale Harvest: Light Material" by Elise Gough

"Light Material: Material Light" by Michael Young

"Synthetic Relations: The Early Years of P+L" by Barbara Bonner and Ferdinand W. Scholz

"Light Material: Material Light" by Michael Young

"Synthetic Relations: The Early Years of P+L" by Barbara Bonner and Ferdinand W. Scholz

"Light Material: Material Light" by Michael Young

"Synthetic Relations: The Early Years of P+L" by Barbara Bonner and Ferdinand W. Scholz

"Light Material: Material Light" by Michael Young